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Abstract
The field of nanotechnology has received a great impetus owing to the wide
applicability of nanoparticles in diverse fields. In recent years , the use of silver
nanoparticles (Agnps) have increased, however, the short term and long term effects
of these nanoparticles on the environment has not been investigated in depth. The
present work attempts to understand the effect of silver nanoparticles on the
freshwater micro alga Chlorella sp. The effect of Agnps was induced by growing
Chlorella in two different concentrations of Agnps (5ppm and 10 ppm). The amount
of chlorophyll, protein and secondary metabolites like tannins, phenolics and
flavonoids were estimated. Results indicated a significant difference in the level of
chlorophyll, protein and secondary metabolites compared to control, suggesting that
the Agnps may have a detrimental effect on the growth of algal cells. These results
seem to indicate that the Agnps released in the environment may pose a potential
risk to the aquatic macro and microflora.

inhibit different important cycles (S, N and P), of
nitrifying bacteria, disturb DNA transcription,
destroy cell wall of bacteria and thus its membrane
permeability which could cause cell lysis (Ratte
1999).
Chlorella is a unique, single-celled fresh water
micro alga with grass like odour belonging to the
Division Chlorophyta. Its emerald green colour and
odour is due to the presence of high amount of
chlorophyll which is higher than any known plant.
The alga is a popular food supplement in Asia and
has been used as energy-producing food for
centuries. It is used to prevent the spread of cancer,
enhance immunity, promote a good balance of
bacteria in the gut, and lower blood cholesterol. It is
traditionally used as a treatment for duodenal ulcers,
gastritis, hypertension, diabetes, hypoglycemia,
asthma, and constipation. Chlorella provides all of
the dietary-essential amino acids in excellent ratios.
The present attempt aims to understand the effect of
Agnps on the aquatic microflora. Chlorella, being a
unicellular alga, having a simple cell structure, can
be a model system to understand the Agnp-alga
interaction.

INTRODUCTION
Noble metal nanoparticles are gaining a lot of
importance in recent years owing to their diverse
uses in the field of medicine, biology, material
science, physics and chemistry (Yokohama and
Welchons, 2007). Silver nanoparticles, in particular,
have received special focus due to their distinctive
properties like good electrical conductivity,
chemical stability, catalytic and antibacterial
activity (Sharma et.al., 2009). Due to their high
anti-microbial activity, silver nanoparticles have
also been used in clothing (Vigneshwaran et al.,
2007) and some cases as powder for use in shoes
(Luoma 2008), food industry(Chaudhry and Castle,
2011), sunscreens and cosmetics (MartinezGutierrez et al., 2010; Kokura et al., 2010) . Agnps
are also commonly used as coating for many
products such as medical devices, food storage
containers, handrails etc. The optical and physical
properties of Agnps make it also very useful in
medical applications (Winjhoven et al., 2009).
Like many industrial products that are used in bulk
quantities, silver is most likely to end up in the
aquatic environment (Navarro et al., 2008; Blaser et
al., 2008; Fabrega et al.,2011). Silver ions have
been found to be toxic to several organisms such as
bacteria, algae and fungi amongst many others
(Wood et al., 1996; Ratte, 1999; Moore 2006; Choi
et al., 2008; Navarro et al., 2008). Silver ions also
The alga was collected from the Powai lake,
Mumbai and cultured in conical flasks on BG11
http://biosciencediscovery.com

MATERIALS AND METHODS:
Materials: Aqueous plant extract, 1mM AgNO3,
BG-11 Medium,
Preparation and Culturing of Chlorella sp
medium at room temperature to study its growth
pattern. The cell growth pattern of the cultured algal
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cells was studied for 20 days by taking OD at
regular intervals.
Phytosynthesis and Characterization of silver
nanoparticles:
Silver nanoparticles (Agnps) were fabricated using
plant extract with 1mM AgNO3 solution. The
change in colour from colourless to yellow
indicated the formation of Agnps. The nanoparticles
were characterized using UV-Visible Spectroscopy
(Shimadzu UV 1800) and Photon Correlation
Spectroscopy (PCS). Hydrodynamic diameter was
measured using zetasizer (ZS-90 Malvern
Instruments UK) with laser angle 90ᵒ. Particles with
an average of 1ess than 100nm size were used for
the study.
Co-culturing of algal cells with the synthesized
Agnps:
The algal cells were co cultured in conical flasks in
BG-11 medium containing 5ppm and 10 ppm of
Agnps and allowed to grow for 20 days. A control
flask was also kept in a similar manner. After 20
days, the algal culture from the control flask and the

Control
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flasks containing different concentrations of Agnps
was tested for chlorophyll, protein and secondary
metabolites.
Study of metabolites:
Chlorophyll, protein and various secondary
metabolites like total phenol, tannin and flavonoid
from co -cultured and control algal cells were
estimated by using standard procedures (Singleton
and Rossi, 1965; Killedar et al.,2010; Woisky and
Salatino, 1998 respectively).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
Cell growth was studied which showed maximum
growth on 20th day (Fig 1).
Characterization of phytosynthesized
nanoparticles:
Synthesized nanoparticles were characterized using
UV-Visible Spectroscopy and Photon Correlation
Spectroscopy. The particles showed absorption
maxima at 439 nm and the average size was found
to be in the range of 10 to 40 nm.

Treated (5ppm)

Treated (10 ppm)

Control
Treated 5ppm at 48 hrs
Treated 5ppm at 20 days
Figure 1 a-c: Algal cells grown in control and 5 ppm and 10 ppm Agnps
d-f: Morphological variation of Chlorella cells in control and in
5ppm Agnps at 48 hrs and 20 days.

concentration followed by total phenolics and
tannins. Cells treated with Agnps showed a similar
trend but with a drastic decline in the concentrations
of these metabolites.
Cells co-cultured in 10 ppm of Agnps were unable
to survive. Morphologic observation of the treated
and control cells after 48 hours and 20 days showed
an adverse effect on the chloroplast, with treated
cells showing gradual decrease in the amount of
chloroplast (Fig 1d-f)

Estimation of chlorophyll, protein and secondary
metabolites:
A comparative analysis of the primary and
secondary metabolites showed a sharp decrease in
the amount of metabolites in cells co-cultured with
5 ppm Agnps as compared to the control (Fig 2).
Chlorella is known to contain maximum amount of
chlorophyll and this can be observed in the control
cells (17.39mg/ml). Among the secondary
metabolites estimated in control algal cells,
flavonoids were found to be in maximum
http://biosciencediscovery.com
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B
Figure 2: A:Estimation of Primary and B: Secondary Metabolites from Control and Treated Algal
cells (Error bars on the line graph denote standard deviation).
An in depth knowledge about the fate of Agnps as
well as biotic and abiotic factors affecting Agnp
behavior in the aquatic environment is necessary for
complete understanding of Agnp-algae interaction.
Initial results demonstrated that Agnps have a
detrimental effect on the algal cells. This effect may
be dependent on the size of Agnp and reactivity of
silver with other components of the aquatic
ecosystem. It could be due to the interaction of
Agnp with certain enzymes thus disturbing cellular
function (Choi et al., 2010)
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